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Abstract 

A quantum algorithm for the maximum bounded 0-1 programming problem by 

a numbering method and its example are reported. When there are an integer 

m×n-matrix U [Each element of U is ui,j. 1≤ i ≤m. 1≤ j ≤n. i and j are integers.] 

and an integer m-vector M [Similarly, Mi], an nonnegative binary n-vector A 

[Similarly, aj. aj is 0 or 1.] that follows (Σ j =1→n ui,j aj) ≤ Mi is obtained. A 

computational complexity of a classical computation is 2n. The computational 

complexity becomes about 4n by the quantum algorithm that uses quantum 

phase inversion gates, quantum inversion about mean gates and the numbering 

method. Therefore, a polynomial time process becomes possible. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The methods for the very first steps towards building a quantum computer were 

developed by Haroche and Wineland [1]. Quantum algorithms that have been started 

by Deutsch-Jozsa’s algorithm for the rapid solution [2-4] are expanded the application 

range by Shor’s algorithm for the factorization [3-5], Grover’s algorithms for the 
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database search [3, 6, 7] and so on. A quantum algorithm for the 3-SAT problem by a 

numbering method has recently been reported by Fujimura [8]. Its computational 

complexity becomes a polynomial time. The maximum bounded 0-1 programming 

problem [9] is examined by the numbering method this time. Therefore, its result is 

reported. 

 

2. MAXIMUM BOUNDED 0-1 PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 

When there are an integer m×n-matrix U [Each element of U is ui,j. 1≤ i ≤m. 1≤ j ≤n. i 
and j are integers.] and an integer m-vector M [Similarly, Mi], an nonnegative binary 

n-vector A [Similarly, aj. aj is 0 or 1.] that follows (Σ j =1→n ui,j aj) ≤ Mi is searched [9]. 

 

3. QUANTUM ALGORITHM 

It is assumed that the integer m×n-matrix U has ui,j [1≤ i ≤m. 1≤ j ≤n. i and j are 

integers.], the integer m-vector M has Mi, and the nonnegative binary n-vector A has aj 

[aj is 0 or 1.]. 

When the N-th combination (a1, a2, ∙∙∙, an-1, an) is labeled V(N) [0≤N≤2n-1. N is an 

integer. V(0) is (0, 0, ∙∙∙, 0, 0). V(2n-1) is (1, 1, ∙∙∙, 1, 1).].   

This method is named the numbering method for this problem. g is the minimum 

integer that follows 2n/1 ≤ 4g = 22g, because a number of combinations of an answer is 

at least 1. Next, a quantum algorithm is shown as the following. 

First of all, quantum registers |aj>, |bi>, |c>, |d>, |e1> and |e2> are prepared. 

States of |aj>, |bi>, |c>, |d>, |e1> and |e2> are aj, bi, c, d, e1 and e2, respectively. 

Step 1: Each quantum bit [=qubit] of |aj>, |bi>, |c>, |d>, |e1> and |e2> is set |0>. 

Step 2: The Hadamard gate H [3, 4] acts on each qubit of |aj>. It changes them for 

entangled states. The total states are 2n [=W0]. 

Step 3: It is assumed that a quantum gate (A1) changes |b1>, |b2>, ∙∙∙, |bm> and |c> for 

|b1 + u1,1a1>, |b2 + u2,1a1>, ∙∙∙, |bm+um,1a1> and |c=a1>, respectively, at |a1>. 

(A2) changes |b1>, |b2>, ∙∙∙, |bm> and |c> for |b1 + u1,2a2>, |b2 + u2,2a2>, ∙∙∙, |bm+um,2a2> 

and |c, a2>=|a1, a2>, respectively, at |a2>. 

Similarly, (Ap) [3≤ p ≤ n. p is an integer.] changes |b1>, |b2>, ∙∙∙, |bm> and |c> for |b1 + 
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u1,pap>, |b2 + u2,pap>, ∙∙∙, |bm+um,pap> and |c, ap>=|a1, a2, ∙∙∙, ap>, respectively, at |ap>. 

These actions are repeated sequentially from |a3> to |an>. 

Therefore, |b1>, |b2>, ∙∙∙, |bm> and |c> become | Σ j =1→n u1,j aj>,  |Σ j =1→n u2,j aj>, ∙∙∙, | Σ 

j =1→n um,j aj> and |a1, a2, ∙∙∙, an>, respectively. 

Step 4: It is assumed that a quantum gate (B) changes |d> for |d+1> in b1 ≤ M1, or it 

changes |d> for |d+0> in the others of b1. 

Similarly, (B) changes |d> for |d+1> in bq ≤ Mq [2 ≤ q ≤ m. q is an integer.], or it 

changes |d> for |d+0> in the others of bq. 

These actions are repeated sequentially from |b2> to |bm>. 

Therefore, |d> becomes from |0> to |m>. 

Step 5: It is assumed that a quantum gate (C) changes |e1> for |V(2n-1)> at d=m, or it 

changes |e1> for |e1=c> in the others of d. 

Step 6: It is assumed that a quantum gate (D1) changes |e2> for |1> in V(0) ≤ e1 ≤ 

V((2n/4)-2) or e1=V(2n-1), or it changes |e2> for |0> in the others of e1. 

As a target state for |e2> is 1, quantum phase inversion gates (PI) and quantum 

inversion about mean gates (IM) [3, 6, 7] act on |e2>. 

The number of the data that is included in V(0) ≤ e1 ≤ V((2n/4)-2) or e1=V(2n-1) is 

W1=2n/4. When R1 is the minimum even integer that is (W0/W1)
1/2 ≈ (2n/(2n/4))1/2 or 

more, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2> is R1 ≈ 2. Next, an observation 

gate (OB) observes |e2>, and the data of W1 remain. Similarly, (Dh) [2 ≤ h ≤ g-1. h is 

an integer.] changes |e2> for |1> in V(0) ≤ e1 ≤ V((2n/4h)-2) or e1=V(2n-1), or it changes 

|e2> for |0> in the others of e1. As the target state for |e2> is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on 

|e2>. 

The number of the data that is included in V(0) ≤ e1 ≤ V((2n/4h)-2) or e1=V(2n-1) is 

Wh≈2n/4h. When Rh is the minimum even integer that is (Wh-1/Wh)
1/2 ≈ 

((2n/4h-1)/(2n/4h))1/2 or more, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2> is Rh ≈2. 

Next, (OB) observes |e2>, and the data of Wh remain. These actions are repeated 

sequentially from 2 to g-1 at h. (Dg) changes |e2> for |1> at e1=V(2n-1), or it changes 

|e2> for |0> in the others of e1. As the target state for |e2> is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on 

|e2>. The number of the data that is included at e1=V(2n-1) is Wg ≈ 1 ≈ 2n/4g. When Rg 

is the minimum even integer that is (Wg-1/Wg)
1/2 ≈ ((2n/4g-1)/(2n/4g))1/2 or more, the 
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total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2> is Rg ≈ 2. Next, (OB) observes |aj>, |bi>, |c>, 

|d>, |e1> and |e2>, and one of the data of Wg remains. Therefore, one example of 

combinations that are d = m is obtained. 

 

4. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION 

It is assumed that there are m = 3, n = 6, u1,1=1, u1,2=2, u1,3=3, u1,4=4, u1,5=5, u1,6=6, 

u2,1=0, u2,2= -1, u2, 3= -2, u2,4= -3, u2,5 = -4, u2,6= -5, u3,1= -1, u3,2=2, u3,3= -3, u3,4= 4, 

u3,5= -5, u3,6= 6, M1= 9, M2= 0, M3=3, g=3, V(26-1)=(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), 

V((26/4)-2=14)=(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0), V((26/42)-2=2)=(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and V(0)=(0, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0). 

First of all, |aj>, |bi>, |c>, |d>, |e1> and |e2> are prepared. 

States of |aj>, |bi>, |c>, |d>, |e1> and |e2> are aj, bi, c, d, e1 and e2, respectively. 

Step 1: Each qubit of |aj>, |bi>, |c>, |d>, |e1> and |e2> is set |0>. 

Step 2: H acts on each qubit of |aj>. It changes them for entangled states. The total 

states are 2n = 26 [=W0]. 

Step 3: (A1) changes |b1>, |b2>, |b3> and |c> for |b1+ u1,1a1>, |b2 + u2,1a1>, |b3+u3,1a1> 

and |c=a1>, respectively, at |a1>. 

(A2) changes |b1>, |b2>, |b3> and |c> for |b1 + u1,2a2>, |b2 + u2,2a2>, |b3+u3,2a2> and |c, 

a2>=|a1, a2>, respectively, at |a2>. 

Similarly, (Ap) [3≤ p ≤ 6. p is an integer.] changes |b1>, |b2>, |b3> and |c> for |b1 + 

u1,pap>, |b2 + u2,pap>, |b3+u3,pap> and |c, ap>=|a1, a2, ∙∙∙, ap>, respectively, at |ap>. 

These actions are repeated sequentially from |a3> to |a6>. 

Therefore, |b1>, |b2>, |b3> and |c> become | Σ j =1→6 u1,j aj>,  |Σ j =1→6 u2,j aj>, | Σ j =1→6 

u3,j aj> and |a1, a2, ∙∙∙, a6>, respectively. 

Step 4: (B) changes |d> for |d+1> in b1 ≤ M1, or it changes |d> for |d+0> in the others 

of b1. 

Similarly, (B) changes |d> for |d+1> in bq ≤ Mq [2 ≤ q ≤ 3. q is an integer.], or it 

changes |d> for |d+0> in the others of bq. 

These actions are repeated sequentially from |b2> to |b3>. 
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Therefore, |d> becomes from |0> to |3>. 

Step 5: (C) changes |e1> for |V(26-1)> at d=3, or it changes |e1> for |e1=c>=|a1, a2, ∙∙∙, 

a6> in the others of d. 

Step 6: (D1) changes |e2> for |1> in V(0) ≤ e1 ≤ V((26/4)-2=14) or e1=V(26-1), or it 

changes |e2> for |0> in the others of e1. 

As the target state for |e2> is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on |e2>. 

The number of the data that is included in V(0) ≤ e1 ≤ V(14) or e1=V(26-1) is W1=26/4. 

When R1 is the minimum even integer that is (W0/W1)
1/2 ≈ (26/(26/4))1/2 ≈ 2 ≤ 2 = R1, 

the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2> is R1 ≈ 2. Next, (OB) observes |e2>, and 

the data of W1 remain. 

(D2) changes |e2> for |1> in V(0) ≤ e1 ≤ V((26/42)-2=2) or e1=V(26-1), or it changes 

|e2> for |0> in the others of e1. As the target state for |e2> is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on 

|e2>. 

The number of the data that is included in V(0) ≤ e1 ≤ V(2) or e1=V(26-1) is W2=26/42. 

When R2 is the minimum even integer that is (W1/W2)
1/2 ≈ ((26/4)/(26/42))1/2 ≈ 2 ≤ 2 = 

R2, the total number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2> is R2 ≈ 2. Next, (OB) observes |e2>, 

and the data of W2 remain. 

(D3) changes |e2> for |1> in e1=V(26-1), or it changes |e2> for |0> in the others of e1. 

As the target state for |e2> is 1, (PI) and (IM) act on |e2>. 

The number of the data that is included in e1=V(26-1) is W3≈1≈26/43. When R3 is the 

minimum even integer that is (W2/W3)
1/2 ≈ ((26/42)/(26/43))1/2 ≈ 2 ≤ 2 = R3, the total 

number that (PI) and (IM) act on |e2> is R3 ≈ 2. Next, (OB) observes |aj>, |bi>, |c>, |d>, 

|e1> and |e2>, and one of the data of W3 remains. 

For example, when a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, b1, b2, b3, c, d, e1 and e2 are 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 9, 

-6, 3, (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0), 3, (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and 1, respectively, it is obtained that the 

nonnegative binary 6-vector A is (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0). 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The computational complexity of this quantum algorithm [= S] becomes the following. 

In the order of the actions by the gates, the number of them is n at H, n at (Aj), m at 

(B), 2 at (C), g at (Dh) [1 ≤ h ≤ g. h is the integer.], Σh=1→g Rh ≈ 2g at (PI) and (IM), 
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and g at (OB). Therefore, S becomes 2n + m + 2 + 4g. In the example of the numerical 

computation, S is 29. The computational complexity of the classical computation [= 

Z] is 2n = 26 = 64. After all, S/Z becomes about 1/2. When n is large enough, S 

becomes about 4n, where g is about n/2. And then, S/Z is about 4n/2n≈n/2n. For 

example, as for n = 100, S/Z is about 100/2100≈1/1028. Therefore, a polynomial time 

process becomes possible. 
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